
 

1) Devops Engineer 

 

OFFICE: Salesforce - Hyderabad, Telangana 

 
FOR APPLY: https://salesforce.wd1.myworkdayjobs.com/en-

US/External_Career_Site/job/India---Hyderabad/Devops-
Engineer_JR96399?source=Indeed_com_Ad 
 
To get the best candidate experience, please consider applying for a 
maximum of 3 roles within 12 months to ensure you are not duplicating 
efforts. 

Job Category 

Products and Technology 

Job Details 

IAM- Identity DevOps Engineer 
 
Founded in 1999, Salesforce is the global leader in Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM). Companies of every size and industry 
are using Salesforce to transform their businesses, across sales, 
service, marketing, commerce, and more by connecting with customers 
in a whole new way. We harness technologies that can revolutionize 
companies, careers, and, hopefully, our world. 

 
Salesforce is built on a set of four core values: Trust, Customer 
Success, Innovation, and Equality. By making technology more 
accessible, we're helping create a future with greater opportunity and 
equality for all. This has taken our company to great heights, including 
being ranked by Fortune as one of the “Most Admired Companies in the 
World” and one of the “100 Best Companies to Work For” eleven years 
in a row, and named “Innovator of the Decade” and one of the “World’s 
Most Innovative Companies” eight years in a row by Forbes. 

 
There are those who choose to work with the best and brightest. And 
then, there are those who want to do more than just a job. They are the 
ones improving lives, not only their careers. Having an impact now 
instead of later. Doing something that’s so much bigger than 



themselves, an industry, and their company. 
We believe everyone can be a Trailblazer. Join Salesforce and discover 
a future of new opportunities. 

 
Our Security Software Engineering team builds and operates highly 
scalable, fault-tolerant, distributed systems to deliver cloud-scale 
security software services. We provide the fundamental building blocks 
to improve and preserve customer trust in Salesforce's products across 
multiple public cloud substrates and our own network infrastructure. 

 
One of the key investment is in the area of Identity and Access, where 
we design and implement consistent and scalable identity and access 
services for all of Salesforce, integrating our IT network, public cloud 
infrastructure and our own data centers, and empowering all our 
engineers to operate these environments in secure manner. Identity is 
also an area where there are large regulatory, compliance, security and 
auditing requirements to ensure we have complete visibility of who has 
access to what. 
 
 
 
Role Description: 
Salesforce Security IAM (Identity & Access Management) team is 
currently seeking an Engineer who will partner with other systems 
engineers, developers, and technical program managers to architect. He 
will integrate, deploy, operate and manage end-to-end IAM solutions 
across multiple Public Cloud Substrates within Salesforce. As a member 
of the IAM team, you will be responsible for designing, building, and 
maintaining IAM systems. You will recommend automation, coordinate 
optimizations and promote adoption across the infrastructure, at cloud 
scale. This position helps drive continuous improvement with a focus on 
process, controls, scalability, and maturity. 
 
 
 
Responsibilities: 

 Develop secure automation and tooling, according to architectural 
guidelines, throughout the Identity platform. Focusing to improve 
our customer support workflow, build automated response tools so 



that internal IAM customer queries are efficiently routed to the 
correct team. 

 Develop, promote security standards and best practices via cross-
functional partnership with engineering teams throughout 
Salesforce. Uplift security platforms and practices across 
environments. 

 Identify gaps within existing processes and develop solutions to 
help protect systems and security infrastructure. Review and 
improve operational processes, DevOps, deployment checklists, 
and QA. 

 Generate technical specifications/documentation. Drive innovation 
& co-ordinate automation initiatives across teams. 

 Work with customers and support to resolve bugs and support 
issues. Commitment and emphasis on operational excellence. 

 Understand the customer/business requirements and translate 
them to elegant/flexible/easy-to-use platform capabilities. 

 Develop telemetry and metrics to drive operational excellence, 
report on progress and adoption 

 Be a multiplier. Have a passion for working together as a team and 
ensuring team members’ succeed. Lead and mentor junior 
members of the team. 

 There may be a requirement to provide on-call support for this role. 

 
 
Required Skills/Experience: 

 6+ years software engineering experience 
 Knowledge of Linux OS 
 Masters / Bachelors degree required in Computer Science, 

Software Engineering, or equivalent experience 
 Experience in Apex/Lightning and good understanding of our 

Salesforce platform (if possible certification Dev/App-Builder DEX 
403) or previous Salesforce platform development 

 Working knowledge on Java, Go, Python, C/C++ 
 Experience managing code through source control, CI/CD 

pipelines, Git/Github 
 Familiar with public cloud services such as Amazon AWS, Google 

Cloud Platform and/or Microsoft Azure 
 Experience at Scrum or other Agile development methodologies, 

attention to code quality, delivering secure code 
 Experience in tooling and integration technology using AI (e.g. chat 

bots, slack bots) 



 Knowledge of IAM services or technologies (e.g. 2FA, 
authentication, authorization, federation) 

 Experience deploying and operating infrastructure and services at 
scale 

 Experience with Infrastructure as Code/config management tools: 
Eg. Puppet, Terraform, CloudFormation or similar cloud-based 
production workload management tools 

 You haven't just used, but have built and operated the distributed 
platforms that define cloud-scale infrastructure 

 
 
Desired Skills/Experience: 

 Working experience with Commercial and Open Source 
(OpenLDAP, OpenDJ, etc.) enterprise IAM platforms 

 Understanding of AuthN/AuthZ architectures and specifications 
(e.g., Kerberos, LDAP, OAuth) 

 Knowledge of Docker, Kubernetes, Codecommit in AWS & 
Spinnaker would be beneficial 

 Experience with service offerings from major cloud providers 
(AWS/GCP/Azure), and on-premise/cloud hybrid architectures 

 Industry recognized certifications (e.g., RedHat, CISSP, Windows) 
 Knowledge of networking protocols 

Accommodations 

If you require assistance due to a disability applying for open positions 
please submit a request via this Accommodations Request Form. 

Posting Statement 

At Salesforce we believe that the business of business is to improve the 
state of our world. Each of us has a responsibility to drive Equality in our 
communities and workplaces. We are committed to creating a workforce 
that reflects society through inclusive programs and initiatives such as 
equal pay, employee resource groups, inclusive benefits, and more. 
Learn more about Equality at Salesforce and explore our benefits. 

Salesforce.com and Salesforce.org are Equal Employment Opportunity 
and Affirmative Action Employers. Qualified applicants will receive 
consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, 
sexual orientation, gender perception or identity, national origin, age, 
marital status, protected veteran status, or disability status. 



Salesforce.com and Salesforce.org do not accept unsolicited headhunter 
and agency resumes. Salesforce.com and Salesforce.org will not pay 
any third-party agency or company that does not have a signed 
agreement with Salesfore.com or Salesforce.org. 

Salesforce welcomes all. 

 

2) DevOps Engineer 

 
OFFICE: Pushpak.ai - Hyderabad, Telangana 
 
₹4,00,000 - ₹5,00,000 a year - Temporarily remote 
 
Urgently hiring 
Responsibilities: 

 3+ years of Experience in managing infrastructure in AWS 
Kubernetes & EKS Kubernetes and Implement infrastructure 
compliance and security 

 Provide Level 2 technical support 
 Must have experience in building Infrastructure required for 

DevOps environment from scratch 
 Excellent problem solving, critical thinking and communication 

skills. 
 Perform root cause analysis for production errors 
 Strong understanding of how to secure AWS environments and 

meet compliance requirements Knowledge on cloud native 
applications and supporting technologies (Docker, Kubernetes, 
OpenShift, Mesosphere). 

 Provide technical guidance and leadership to DevOps projects 
 Deep hands-on experience in the design, development and 

deployment of business software at scale. 

Requirements: 

 3-4 Years of Work experience as a DevOps Engineer or similar 
software engineering role 

 Working knowledge of CI/CD Tools like Jenkin, Argo CD 
 Should have working knowledge of Kubernetes administration 
 Expertise in cloud solutions AWS & Azure 
 Extensive experience in TCP/IP networking, firewalls, and VPNs 



 Thorough knowledge of microservices like Docker, Docker 
Composer, Docker Hub 

 Should know tools like Grafana, Prometheus to monitor system 
servers 

 Optional to have a configuration Knowledge of Chef, Ansible, 
SaltStack, or similar configuration management tools 

 Should have good knowledge & working experience in logging 
mechanisms like Elasticsearch, Logstash, kibana 

Good working knowledge of Python 

Job Types: Full-time, Regular / Permanent 

Salary: ₹400,000.00 - ₹500,000.00 per year 

Schedule: 

 Morning shift 

COVID-19 considerations: 

 Remote interview process 
 Personal protective equipment provided or required 
 Plastic shield at work stations 
 Temperature screenings 
 Social distancing guidelines in place 
 Virtual meetings 
 Sanitizing, disinfecting, or cleaning procedures in pla 

Education: 

 Bachelor's (Preferred) 

Experience: 

 total work: 3 years (Preferred) 
 AWS: 3 years (Preferred) 

Work Remotely: 

 Temporarily due to COVID-19 

 

 



 

3) DevOps Engineer 

 
OFFICE: Hitachi Vantara - Hyderabad, Telangana 
Part-time 
 
FOR APPLY: https://www.hitachivantara.com/en-us/company/careers/job-

details.html?gh_src=ef275ae12#jobid=5230053002 
 
Meet our Team 

We represent Hitachi Vantara to enterprise clients across industries, 
establishing business relationships to understand customer challenges 
so that we can deliver profitable business for Hitachi products, services 
and solutions. We collaborate as a team and cross-functionally to ensure 
the success of our customers; success that is celebrated and shared. 
Our solutions bring value to every line of business and we need people 
like you to build those deep relationships and to passionately articulate 
our value proposition. 

The Role 

We are seeking for Backend Engineer -Java Bigdata role 
 
Responsibilities 

 At least 5 years of experience in a Cloud Ops/ System Admin/ 
DevOps, Build, Deploy and Release Engineering field 

 Worked on infrastructure team Installing, Configuring and 
Administering Unix (predominantly Linux) environments. 

 Hands-on experience in container based technologies like docker 
 Worked/Implemented on CI/CD systems and workflows 
 Experience in development and configuring Software provisioning 

tools like Chef,Puppet and Ansible. 
 Exposure to various Database technologies but not only limited to 

Oracle, MS-SQL, Teradata and AWS Redshift. 
 Strong Linux system administrator skills 
 Strong at writing scripts and automation using 

Perl/Python/Groovy/Java/Bash 
 Understanding of Java, Python, Bash, and/or another 

programming language 
 Ability to communicate technical concepts clearly and effectively 
 Ability and willingness to learn new technologies 



 Ability to work in agile environment with small teams 
 Excellent verbal and written communication skills 

Bonus Points 

 Understanding of Active Directory, LDAP, Kerberos protocol 
 Understanding of AWS/EMR and Redshift 
 Experience on working Hadoop cluster/Distributed systems 

experience 
 Experience with Apache Spark, Solr, and other components in the 

Hadoop ecosystem 
 Experience with kubernetes and related technologies. e.g. 

helmnter 

Our Company 

Hitachi Vantara is part of the Global Hitachi family. We balance 
innovation with an open, friendly culture and the backing of a long-
established parent company, known for its ethical reputation. We guide 
customers from what’s now to what’s next by unlocking the value of their 
data and applications to solve their digital challenges, achieving 
outcomes that benefit both business and society. 

 
 
Our people are our biggest asset, they drive our innovation advantage 
and we strive to offer a flexible and collaborative workplace where they 
can thrive. Diversity of thought is welcomed and our employee base is 
represented by several active Employee Resource Group communities. 
We offer industry leading benefits packages (flexible working, generous 
pension and private healthcare) and promote a creative and inclusive 
culture. If driving real change gives you a sense of pride and you are 
passionate about powering social good, we’d love to hear from you. 

 
 
Our Values 

Research tells us that some applicants, especially those from 
underrepresented groups, can be put off from applying for roles if they 
need flexibility or feel they don’t meet all of the set criteria. We strive to 
create an inclusive environment for all and are open to considering 
home working, compressed/flexible hours and part-time arrangements. 



Get in touch with us to explore how we might be able to accommodate 
your specific needs. 

We are proud to say we are an equal opportunity employer and welcome 
all applicants for employment without attention to race, colour, religion, 
sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, veteran or 
disability status. With Japanese roots going back over 100 years, our 
culture is founded on the values of our parent company expressed as 
the Hitachi Spirit: 

Wa – Harmony, Trust, Respect 

Makoto – Sincerity, Fairness, Honesty, Integrity 

Kaitakusha-Seishin – Pioneering Spirit, Challenge 

 

4) Devops Engineer 

 

( ONLY FOR CYC STUDENTS) 

 

5) DevOps Engineer 

 
OFFICE: Navtech (Navaratan Technologies) - Hyderabad, Telangana 
 
₹15,00,000 a year - Temporarily remote 
 
We are looking for an experienced DevOps Engineer who will be 
responsible for ensuring the performance, availability, and security of the 
project. You will work in tandem with the other teams, preparing 
documentations and specifications as required. 

We’re a fast growing company with clients in the United States, UK and 
Australia. We are passionate about building high quality systems that 
solve complex problems on a massive scale. 

Working as a DevOps Engineer at Navtech, you will: 

 Develop, deploy and operate configuration management for 
existing large scale environment & new scale-outs 

 Deliver large scale automation and configuration management 



 Managing distributed system across multiple DC’s running on pvt., 
public cloud/ Kubernetes. 

 Developing and maintaining Microservices 

 Debug and troubleshoot service bottlenecks for infrastructure & 
application. Measure and monitor availability, latency, and overall 
system health. 

 Design and implementation of large-scale monitoring & 
deployment solution 

Who Are We Looking For Exactly ? 

 At least 4 years of experience with Linux, Automation -Shell, 
Python, Chef, Ansible, Kubernetes, Terraform, Infrastructure & 
Network, Azure/GCP 

 Operational experience in deploying and managing ElasticSearch. 

 Strong understanding of the Linux Operating System, standard 
networking protocols, and components. Should have experience in 
administration and troubleshooting of Linux OS. 

 Hands-on experience managing large numbers of diverse systems 
with configuration management and software delivery platforms 
(such as Puppet, Chef, Ansible, and Terraform) 

 Experience in microservices and managing container-based 
workloads and container orchestration using Kubernetes, etc. 

 Experience deploying and managing cloud platforms (GCP/Azure 
preferred). 

 Should have Master’s Degree /Bachelor's (BS) in computer 
science, Software Engineering, IT, Technology Management or 
related degrees and throughout education in English medium. 

 Should have good logical, analytical and communication skills with 
client interaction experience. 

Benefits: 

 Performance review and Appraisal Twice in a year. 



 A performance-based bonus with the appraisal. 

 Medical Insurance cover of 5 Lacs for self & family. 

 Work with US, UK & Australia-based customers. 

Job Type: Full-time 

Salary: Up to ₹1,500,000.00 per year 

Benefits: 

 Health insurance 
 Work from home 

Schedule: 

 Day shift 
 Monday to Friday 

Supplemental Pay: 

 Performance bonus 
 Quarterly bonus 

Experience: 

 AWS/Cloud: 2 years (Required) 
 DevOps: 3 years (Required) 

Work Remotely: 

 Temporarily due to COVID-19 

 

6) MEAN Stack Developer 

 

( ONLY FOR CYC STUDENTS) 

7) MERN / MEAN Stack Developer 

 
OFFICE: IT People - Hyderabad, Telangana 
 



FOR APPLY: http://careers-india.itpeoplecorp.com/job-listings-opportunity-for-

mern-mean-stack-developer-it-people-corporation-india-p-ltd-hyderabad-
secunderabad-bangalore-bengaluru-mumbai-all-areas-5-to-10-years-050521003620 

Job Description 

Job Details : 
 
Job Type : Permanent 
Job Location : Hyderabad, Bangalore , Chennai , Pune , Mumbai 
Experience : 5-10 Years 
 
Job description : 
 
We are looking for MEAN/MERN stack Developer who are proficient in 
backend coding using NodeJs, Socket.io, Express JS, SailsJS. Should 
have solid understanding knowledge of Angular/ReactJS, VueJS. 
 
Hands on experience with JavaScript Development on both client and 
server-side. Familiar with SQL and NoSQL Database Concept. 

  
Node.JS back-end & Microservices experience is Must 

 In depth knowledge of NodeJS, Express.JS, TypeScript, 
Angular/React 

 Creating secure RESTful-based web services in NodeJS and 
TypeScript 

 Proficient understanding of client-side scripting and JavaScript 
frameworks 

 Strong Experience in testing as a critical technique to guide 
development and improve code quality. 

 Should be able to take a task and quickly learn the technologies 
needed to complete 

Natural Abilities: 

 Smart, self-motivated, responsible and out of the box thinker. 
 Detailed oriented and powerful analyzer. 
 Great writing communication skills.If this sound likes something 

you would like to move forward with? If yes please respond with 
your latest resume to ( vijaya.siriki@itpeoplecorp.com ) to discuss 
further and provide details. 



 
Thanks & Regards 
S K Vijaya Laxmi 
Senior IT Recruiter_ Digital Transformation 
IT People & Chainyard 
Mobile No : 9000117728 
Hyderabad, India | Research Triangle Park, NC | Atlanta, GA 
www.itpeoplecorp.com , www.chainyard.com 
 
Role: 
Software Developer 
Salary: 
Not Disclosed by Recruiter 
Industry: 
IT-Software, Software Services 
Functional Area: 
IT Software - Application Programming, Maintenance 
Role Category: 
Programming & Design 
Employment Type: 
Full Time, Permanent 
Key Skills 
Mern Stack 

Angularjs 

CSS 

Mean Stack 

HTML 

Node.Js 

React.Js 

Education- 
UG: 
Any Graduate in Any Specialization 
PG: 
Doctorate: 
Company Profile 

IT People Corporation India (P) Ltd. 
www.itpeoplecorp.com , www.chainyard.com 



Company Info 
 
Contact Company: 
IT People Corporation India (P) Ltd. 
Address: 
PLOT NO-66,4TH FLOOR,JYOTHI CELESTA,KAVURI HILLS,M, 
ADHAPUR, , Hyderabad, Telangana, India 

 

8) Full Stack Developer 

 
OFFICE: Hitachi Vantara - Hyderabad, Telangana 
Part-time 
 
FOR APPLY: https://www.hitachivantara.com/en-us/company/careers/job-

details.html?gh_src=ef275ae12#jobid=5230095002 
 

Meet our Team 

We represent Hitachi Vantara to enterprise clients across industries, 
establishing business relationships to understand customer challenges 
so that we can deliver profitable business for Hitachi products, services 
and solutions. We collaborate as a team and cross-functionally to ensure 
the success of our customers; success that is celebrated and shared. 
Our solutions bring value to every line of business and we need people 
like you to build those deep relationships and to passionately articulate 
our value proposition. 

The Role 

We are seeking for Fullstack Developer role 
 
Responsibilities 

 Strong experience and highly proficient in HTML and CSS with 
experience with atleast one of JavaScript frameworks like Angular, 
Bootstrap, and ReactJS as well as vast experience in building 
complex web user interfaces 

 Has knowledge of visual aesthetic components and elements such 
as fonts, layout, color, graphics, etc. 

 Ability to drive feature implementation end to end – design, 
develop, integrate, deliver 

 Expertise in Core Java, REST API Frameworks : JAX-
RS/Jersey/Spring 



 Expertise in J2EE : Servlet engines 
 Solid foundation in data structures, distributed computing and 

algorithms 
 Transaction management (ORM) and any RDBMS: 

MySQL/Oracle/DB2/Teradata/Postgres 
 Worked with containers (Docker/Pod, K8s, Helm) 
 Delivering projects under Agile/Scrum environment 
 Experience working with distributed/cross-functional teams (US) 
 Strong technical skills and being hands on 
 Must be technologically adept 

Process orientation: 

 
 

 Experience in a continuous integration environment and plugins for 
UI standard checking 

 Knowledge in GitHub, JIRA, and Confluence 
 Demonstrated ability to accurately estimate and scope 

development work 
 Review User Experience Design and convert that into descriptive 

requirements 
 Hands on with best practices: 
 Identify and standardize tools and best practices for repeatable 

development on experience in UI optimization best practice 
implementations 

 Test for performance characteristics, identify and resolve 
bottlenecks 

 Ensure testability of the developed features 
 Include means of Diagnosability and supportability for easier 

ongoing maintenance of the product 

 
 
Team: 

 Used to working with widely distributed teams 
 Ability to collaborate with user experience design team 
 Team player who works well with UI, backend developers and 

quality engineers 
 Familiarity with Americans With Disabilities Act 508 compliance 

requirements a plus 



Nice to Have: 

 Have worked on a project/product in one or more of Cloud, 
Spark/Hadoop, Solr/Lucene/Elastic Search 

 Worked on Hadoop (HDFS, HIVE), Spark 

 
 
Our Company 

Hitachi Vantara is part of the Global Hitachi family. We balance 
innovation with an open, friendly culture and the backing of a long-
established parent company, known for its ethical reputation. We guide 
customers from what’s now to what’s next by unlocking the value of their 
data and applications to solve their digital challenges, achieving 
outcomes that benefit both business and society. 

 
 
Our people are our biggest asset, they drive our innovation advantage 
and we strive to offer a flexible and collaborative workplace where they 
can thrive. Diversity of thought is welcomed and our employee base is 
represented by several active Employee Resource Group communities. 
We offer industry leading benefits packages (flexible working, generous 
pension and private healthcare) and promote a creative and inclusive 
culture. If driving real change gives you a sense of pride and you are 
passionate about powering social good, we’d love to hear from you. 

 
 
Our Values 

Research tells us that some applicants, especially those from 
underrepresented groups, can be put off from applying for roles if they 
need flexibility or feel they don’t meet all of the set criteria. We strive to 
create an inclusive environment for all and are open to considering 
home working, compressed/flexible hours and part-time arrangements. 
Get in touch with us to explore how we might be able to accommodate 
your specific needs. 

We are proud to say we are an equal opportunity employer and welcome 
all applicants for employment without attention to race, colour, religion, 
sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, veteran or 
disability status. With Japanese roots going back over 100 years, our 



culture is founded on the values of our parent company expressed as 
the Hitachi Spirit: 

Wa – Harmony, Trust, Respect 

Makoto – Sincerity, Fairness, Honesty, Integrity 

Kaitakusha-Seishin – Pioneering Spirit, Challenge 

 

9) Software Engineer 

 
OFFICE: BETA BLUE FOUNDATION - Hyderabad, Telangana 
 
₹1,44,000 - ₹6,50,000 a year - Full-time, Fresher - Temporarily remote 
 
Urgently hiring 
In Depth experience on Python 

- Experience in OpenCV is a must have 

- Experience in Tensorflow or Pytorch is a must have 

- Experience in Tessaract, Keras, OpenCV is good to have 

- Experience of working on the CCTV Camera's integration is must have 

- Experience of building the ML Pipelines and Identifying right ML 
architecture is a must have 

- Good to have experience in Tensorlfow Lite or Pytorch Mobile 

- Good to have exposure on Linux and Shell Scripting 

- Experience on Flask and REST API development 

- Exposure on Authentication and Integration with 3rd Party platforms for 
login, integrations etc. 

- Exposure on Computer Vision use cases like Object recognition, 
Motion Detection, Object Tracking, Face recognition, OCR,Automatic 
Number Plate Recognition etc. 

- Experience of using GIT, Bitbucket 

- Research and Analysis skills for Open source softwares on Video AI 



- Design and prototype Video AI applications that intelligently extract 
relevant information and understanding from video data streams 

- Lead the team and work with the team to create new deep learning, ML 
algorithms and computer vision solutions 

Expected Start Date: 6/5/2021 

Job Types: Full-time, Internship, Fresher 

Salary: ₹144,000.00 - ₹650,000.00 per year 

Schedule: 

 Day shift 
 Evening shift 
 Flexible shift 
 Morning shift 
 Night shift 
 Rotational shift 

Supplemental Pay: 

 Commission pay 

COVID-19 considerations: 
Due To COVID-19 There Is Zero Physical Interaction So Kindly Use 
Your Own Assets And Work From Home 

Education: 

 Bachelor's (Preferred) 

License/Certification: 

 Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning (Required) 
 Python Programming (Required) 

Work Remotely: 

 Temporarily due to COVID-19 

 

10) RoS & Python Programming Internship 

 



( ONLY FOR CYC STUDENTS) 


